NEWS RELEASE
NEW MEDICAL PRODUCTS OFFER DISTRIBUTORS GREATER SALES
OPPORTUNITIES FOR KIT PACKERS
ORANGEBURG, NY – Dynarex, a leading medical products brand and provider of disposable medical
supplies, is pleased to announce the launch of Gloves in a Bag and XeroBurn™ Burn Gel Packets.
With the growing market for first aid kits, cabinets, and emergency treatment kits, Dynarex has now
added two additional products that will expand their product category for Kit Packers.
Gloves in a Bag make it easy to arrange in any kit. They are individually packaged and offered in both
1 and 2 pair packs. Available in both Vinyl and Nitrile version in one standard size - Large. These
exam gloves are powder-free, non-sterile and come in easy to handle packages. For more information
click here.
•
•
•
•

Item #2616 – 1 pair - Vinyl Gloves in a Bag (L), Clear 500/1pr/Cs
Item #2617 – 2 pairs - Vinyl Gloves in a Bag (L), Clear 500/2prs/Cs
Item #2618 – 1 pair – Nitrile Gloves in a Bag (L), Blue 500/1pr/Cs
Item #2619 – 2 pairs – Nitrile Gloves in a Bag (L) Blue 500/2prs/Cs

XeroBurn™ Burn Gel is used to relieve the pain of all types of burns by cooling, soothing and
moisturizing the burn. XeroBurn™ Burn Gel contains Lidocaine which works fast to reduce the pain in
patients. Offered for sale in a 3.5g packet size with multiple carton quantities. It also comes in a
dispenser package for schools and in bulk for dispensing first aid cabinets, first aid stations, and kit
packers. XeroBurn™ Burn Gel is equivalent to other competitive products such as Burn Jel, Burn Free,
Burn Aid Burn Gel and Cool Jel.* For more information click here.
•
•
•

Item #1290 – XeroBurn™ Burn Gel – 3.5 g Packet, 24/25/Cs
Item #1291 – XeroBurn™ Burn Gel – 3.5 g Packet, 100/6/Cs
Item #1292 – XeroBurn™ Burn Gel – 3.5 g Packet, 1728/Cs

“We continue to launch new products and line extensions to help support our distributor’s customer
needs. Dynarex is further demonstrating our commitment to “We Care Like Family” by supporting our
distributors with broader product lines and provide more profit opportunities.” says company CEO
Zalman Tenenbaum. These new products will give our Kit Packers more product choices that they

need. For more detailed information on each of the products and/or Dynarex’s complete catalog of
products, visit www.dynarex.com.
About Dynarex
Dynarex is a leading brand of disposable medical products with distributor partners in all 50 states, as
well as in Canada, the Caribbean Islands, and South America. It provides a wide range of the finest
quality disposable and durable medical equipment products, at an exceptional value. The company’s
value statement “We Care Like Family” underscores its belief in philanthropy and giving back to our
partners’ communities. Founded in 1967, Dynarex is headquartered in Orangeburg, NY. For more
information, call 1-888-DYNAREX (1-888-396-2739) or visit dynarex.com.
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